Why your class should visit

HOOKSETT HEAD SCHOOL SOCIETY

Do your students like to time travel? The Hooksett
Head School Society will present a hands-on
.
educational
trip back to a classroom of 1840. Your
students will reenact the past as they develop a
deeper appreciation of
school life for children
in earlier times.
Your scholars will learn
how students in 1840
were taught Penmanship.
The wooden shed may
be the original outhouse
for the Head School. It
is sometime referred to
as the privy or necessary.
It was stocked with
corncobs.
Scholars will also experience Reading,
Arithmetic and Geography.

Scholars will also have fun inspecting examples
of toys played with during a nooning recess.
Come join the Society’s schoolmarms for an
enriching fun-filled morning at the Head School.
Let the classroom of the past create memories
for students of today!

The Head School Living History Program
can accommodate groups ranging from 8 to
30 students. A non-refundable fee of $50 is
expected upon confirmation of booking. Each
teacher will be provided with a pre-visit
packet.
To schedule a visit contact Barbara Allard at
603-623-6543 or email her at
allardfamily@comcast.net
The Hooksett Head School Society members
would like to extend their appreciation to the
Hooksett Heritage Commission for its vision
to restore and renovate the Head School as an
educational site for school and civic use.
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The purpose of the Head School Program is to provide
a living history experience and a glimpse into life in
one-room schools in mid 1800s.

The Head School is a one-room
schoolhouse also known as Hooksett
District #1. The original Head School
was built in 1805 when Hooksett was still
part of Chester. It burned in 1808 and
was rebuilt that same year. The second
building burned and was replaced with
the present one in 1839. The Head
School operated as a schoolhouse until
1912.

A class with the Head School Society’s
schoolmarms will transport students back in
time to the 1840s. Education in America’s
early schools stressed discipline, moral
values and the Three Rs. Present-day Head
School scholars will practice penmanship,
arithmetic and reading.
The program is designed to complement the
school curriculum using the New Hampshire
State Standards.

At one time there were as many as nine
district schools scattered throughout the
town. We are fortunate that the Head
School has been preserved making it
suitable for a living history program.
In 2009 the Hooksett Head School
Society was established. The Society’s
mission is dedicated to preserving
Hooksett’s early education.

Furnished with early American
classroom artifacts, the Head School
will provide students with an enriching
and unique educational experience.

Your 1840 scholars will enter the Head
School after the schoolmarm rings the bell
to start the day. Upon entering the
classroom the scholars will assume the name
of an early Hooksett citizen.
There are two program options.
Half Day- 2-hour academic program at the
Head School
Full Day-Best for when 2 classes visit.
Includes a 2- hour academic program at
Head School plus a 1.5 hour “nooning”
program when students have a hands-on
opportunity to experience historic toys of the
1800s. “Nooning” is held at the Hooksett
Town Hall. A 30 min. lunch break is offered
between sessions
The Society members include current and
retired educators who have taught in the
Hooksett School District.

